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Universal remote control Broadlink/BestCon RM4C Mini

Broadlink/BestCon RM4C Mini universal remote control
The Bestcon RM4C Mini universal remote control is a newer model of the popular Broadlink RM3 Mini remote control, and allows you to
control all devices in your home that have IR, i.e. TV, cable, or music equipment. With easy control via the e-control app for Android and
iOS,  you  can  control  them  from  anywhere,  even  while  away  from  home.  It  is  compatible  with  Alexa  and  Google  voice  assistants.  Its
compact size allows you to place it anywhere, and its stylish yet simple design, makes it fit in all kinds of interiors.
 
Easy control
In addition to turning devices on and off anytime and anywhere, you can also create, so called, scenes, that is, with a single click you can
run several devices simultaneously. With the ability to set a timer, it makes the devices turn on or off exactly at the time you need.
 
Control away from home
If you're away from home, you can turn appliances on and off via the app, according to your needs. With the app, you can also check if
the selected device is on or not. Everything is done in real time.
 
No configuration
Powered  by  FastCon  technology,  the  remote  control  needs  no  additional  configurations.  Control  the  device  freely  and  change  your
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apartment to your liking
 
Controlling
Using the Broadlink app 
Size
8.5 x 5 x 6.5 cm
Weight
75g
Wi-Fi frequency
2.4GHz 802.11 b/g/n
Supported systems
Android and iOS
IR frequency
38kHz
Infrared signal throughput
95%
Other
7 infrared illuminators for 360° monitoring, Allows you to set a specific scenario, compatible with Google Home

Price:

Before: € 10.5042

Now: € 9.50

Smart Home, Intelligent Home Control
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